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Abstract

In international legal thought and practice, anything that is related to the real or is grounded in the real is given discursive primacy. This discursive primacy is the manifestation of a common scientistic hierarchy of discourses inherited from Modernity that accords primacy to discourses about the real and grounded in the real. Anne Orford’s International Law and the Politics of History can be read as yet another expression of discontent with such primacy of the real and its scientistic methods. With an emphasis on international lawyers’ engagements with history, Orford specifically takes issue with the use of contextualist and empirical methods in the study of the history of international law. And, yet, as is argued in this review essay, scienticism leaves no way out for those seeking to contest it: Orford’s charge against contextualism and empiricism itself needs to be contextualized and empirically supported.

The numerous interventions of Anne Orford in debates about the history of international law culminated in 2021 with the publication of *International Law and the Politics of History*. Orford’s latest opus has already been the object of multiple commentaries and reviews. In this review essay, I do not want to challenge the main claim developed in her book, for I find it uncontroversial. Rather, I want to offer a novel contextualization of Orford’s work as I suggest we read it against the backdrop of an ongoing discontent with the modern primacy of the real, which I call scienticism. In the next sections, I also want to shed light on the discursive moves that Orford makes in *International Law and the Politics of History* to build her counter-scientist argument against empiricism and contextualism and especially the role played by facts and contexts in her rebuttal of empiricism and contextualism. In doing so, I ultimately want...
to reflect on the (im)possibility of fully overthrowing the primacy of the real in which international law has long been entrenched.

1 The Scientistic Age

We live in a scientistic age. Among all the discourses\(^1\) that govern and saturate our thinking – our imagination, our perceptions, our beliefs, our emotions, our loves and our lives – discourses that produce necessities through realities and facts continue to enjoy primacy over those that do not. Said differently, in this scientistic age, the real\(^2\) trumps the narrative, the factual eclipses the literary and the physical overwrites the metaphysical.\(^3\) As a result of such discursive hierarchies, those discourses that are deemed not to engage with the real are viewed with suspicion.\(^4\)

Obviously, this state of affairs is not new. The primacy so awarded to discourses about the real can possibly be traced back to the 18th century, which marked the beginning of the scientistic age where the real turned into a central mode of thinking and, hence, of ordering.\(^5\) It is noteworthy that the move into the scientistic age proved irresistible from the start.\(^6\) Even David Hume’s famous scepticism towards the possibility of scientific laws about the real\(^7\) and Immanuel Kant’s strong case that we cannot know the real in itself\(^8\) proved vain and failed to frustrate the elevation of discourses about the real to the pinnacle of the discursive universe.

Since the advent of the scientistic age, many existing discourses have come to revamp their methods and self-representations with a view to securing the venerated status of a discourse about the real.\(^9\) This is not surprising. After all, who would not want to tap into this unrivalled primacy? This is certainly the case of international law, which, as of the 19th century, embraced a self-representation that foregrounds the real both as a foundation and a goal. Later, in the

---

1 A discourse is understood here in a rather generic way as referring to any system of meaning and set of connected utterances through which one speaks about the world and human phenomena. On the notion of discourse, see generally H. White, *Tropics of Discourse: Essays in Cultural Criticism* (1978), at 4–5.
2 The real refers here to the experience of something as belonging to reality by opposition to belonging to something deemed literary, fictitious, narrative or metaphysical.
3 The invocation of ‘nature’ as the ultimate truth-claiming criteria is a common feature of those discourses about the real. See generally B. Latour, *Science in Action: How to Follow Scientists and Engineers through Society* (1987), especially at 228–244. On the idea that universities are tools to set a hierarchy between discourses, see M. Foucault, *Il faut défendre la société* (1997), at 163.
6 Foucault notes that the move to the scientistic age came with a forgetfulness that discourses about the real were first a philosophical invention. See M. Foucault, *Leçons sur la volonté de savoir* (2011), at 50.
20th century, international law even sought to consolidate its status by honing its methods in such a way that it functioned and was represented as a scientific discipline.\textsuperscript{10} Although the self-representation of international law as a scientific discipline has faltered over the last decades,\textsuperscript{11} international law has continued, until today, to foreground its engagement with the real, be it in terms of its origin or of its goals.

2 The Scientistic Age and Its Discontent

The scientistic age has not thrived entirely unchallenged. Although some mild contestations were heard as early as the 19th century,\textsuperscript{12} it is the 20th century that witnessed the most unprecedented challenge to the primacy of discourses about the real. For instance, it has been said that discourses about the real always pre-constitute the real they help give meaning to, and always secure confirmations of their claims by virtue of facts that they have themselves created.\textsuperscript{13} In the same vein, it has been contended that discourses about the real do not do away with the metaphysical and the fabulous\textsuperscript{14} and fail to meet their own standard of truth.\textsuperscript{15} It has even been alleged that discourses about the real do not allow for thinking.\textsuperscript{16} And, yet, the most severe challenge against the primacy of discourses about the real probably came in the form of a repudiation of the distinction between discourses about the real and other discourses.\textsuperscript{17} In particular, it has been argued that discourses about the real are as vulnerable and self-referential as other discourses\textsuperscript{18} and that what defines a discourse

\begin{footnotesize}


\textsuperscript{12} On the contestation of modernity by romanticism, see the essays in T. Pfau and R. Mitchell (eds), \textit{Romanticism and Modernity} (2015); see also M. Löwy and R. Sayre, \textit{Révolte et mélancolie: Le romantisme à contre-courant de la modernité} (2005).


\textsuperscript{14} T. Adorno and M. Horkheimer, \textit{Dialectic of Enlightenment} (1997), at xiv.

\textsuperscript{15} J.-F. Lyotard, \textit{La Condition Postmoderne} (1979), at 65.


\textsuperscript{17} On the idea that scientific modes of inquiries have no distinct superiority over literary ones, even when it comes to engaging with the real, see generally White, supra note 1, at 121–122, 142–143; R. Barthes, \textit{L'aventure sémiologique} (1985), at 14.

\textsuperscript{18} Lyotard, supra note 15, at 11; Barthes, supra note 17, at 14. In that regard, it has even been claimed that discourses about the real work are secularized theologies. See Pierre Legendre, \textit{Sur la question dogmatique en Occident: Aspect théoriques} (1999), at 41.
\end{footnotesize}
about the real is not its object or its content but, rather, the primacy socially awarded to it.\textsuperscript{19} 

Until recently, international lawyers remained impervious to these contestations and continued to further international law’s engagement with the real. In the last two decades, however, a very rich body of scholarship\textsuperscript{20} has come to question international law’s grounding in the real and all the universal patterns of arguments that are derived from it. Mention must particularly be made of the growing acceptance among international lawyers that the real in which they ground international law does not ‘reveal’ itself to them but, instead, is always mediated and constructed through a wide range of mental, social and cultural pre-discursive categories and intelligibility frameworks, which are themselves part of an ideological system of representation.\textsuperscript{21} Such contestation of the primacy of the real was quickly followed by new scholarly examinations of the ways in which the real is constructed, cognized, captured and perceived.\textsuperscript{22}

The early contestations of the primacy of the real in international law that have been mentioned in the previous paragraph did not however suffice to seriously jeopardize international law’s scienticism and, thus, the necessity for international law to speak about the real and be grounded in the real. It could even be argued that these contestations were not only met with resistance but also brought about a reactionary reinforcement. Indeed, nowadays one witnesses new streams of literature that explicitly affirm international law’s scientism and that vindicate the primacy of the real in methodological or conceptual terms.\textsuperscript{23} To name only a few, such reactionary moves include the promotion of a new legal realism in international law\textsuperscript{24} or the promotion,

\textsuperscript{19} Barthes, supra note 13, at 11.


\textsuperscript{21} On ideology as a system of representation, see Louis Althusser, For Marx, translated by B. Brewster (2006). For Paul de Man, the correspondence between linguistic categories and natural reality is what we should construe as the work of ideology. See P de Man, The Resistance to Theory (1986), at 11.


under the banner of a ‘new empirical turn’, of a more organized and systematized use of empirical data to study the practical conditions under which international law is formed and has effects.25 All in all, it is fair to say that, notwithstanding some serious contestations, international law has not decisively moved away from the scientistic age. Rather, international law has become a site of confrontation between scientific and counter-scientistic forces.

3 Anne Orford’s Counter-scientistic Position in Context

If I have taken pains to offer genealogical observations on the consolidation, contestation and reaffirmation of the primacy of the real in international law over the past centuries, it is because such considerations provide the background against which I read Anne Orford’s recent work. Her refutation of empiricism and contextualism, in *International Law and the Politics of History*, forms part of the above-mentioned on-going confrontation between scientific and counter-scientistic forces that respectively support and contest international law’s entrenchment in the scientistic age. Indeed, in her new book, Orford takes issue with the contemporary empiricism and contextualism that inform studies of the history of international law offered by a number of international lawyers as well as professional historians whose ambition is to challenge the critical use of the past to de-naturalize the present state of the international legal discourse. Orford offers, in my view, the latest pushback against 21st-century reactionary reaffirmations of the primacy of the real in international law. If the above-mentioned late 20th-century contestation of the primacy of the real can be read as the first generation of scholars suspicious of discourses about the real, *International Law and the Politics of History*, albeit centred on historiographical debates on international law, can be construed as paving the way for a second generation of contestation, one that offers the strongest rebuttal of recent pro-scientistic postures.

It is important to recognize that Anne Orford characterizes her work differently. For her, the battle for and against the empiricist and contextualist methods in the study of the history of international law ought rather to be construed as a battle for and against formalism in international law.26 Empiricism and contextualism, in her view, are at the service of a ‘neo-formalist’ approach to international law. For Orford, debates about the past are proxies for the struggles over the nature and meaning of law in the present, as she construes formalism as a strategy of avoiding normative choices that yield to (and rely on) objective findings in order to create cognitive certainty, solid


foundations and unarguable meanings.\textsuperscript{27} Said yet differently, the fetishization of historical context provides, in her view, a hiding place for neo-formalism.\textsuperscript{28}

I am not convinced by Orford’s own contextualization of her work for I do not really find formalism, let alone neo-formalism, a very helpful notion.\textsuperscript{29} Let me explain this. In my view, any discourse works as a system of meaning organized around forms that constantly and perpetually refer to other forms.\textsuperscript{30} Said differently, in any discourse, everything is always a matter of forms, and international law is no different.\textsuperscript{31} The charge against formalism – the ‘post-realist posture’, as Orford likes to call it – is itself articulated through forms that refer to other forms.\textsuperscript{32} Indeed, Orford’s own rebuttal of empiricist and contextualist methods is itself a discourse organized through forms referring to other forms. This is why I do not think it says much to be for or against formalism, as that very claim is itself caught in forms referring to forms. By situating her argument against the backdrop of a battle for and against formalism in international law, Orford ends up under-selling her – otherwise terribly compelling \textsuperscript{33} – critique of empiricism and contextualism in the study of the history of international law. Indeed, the critical and epistemological value of her argument seems much more salient if read against the backdrop of the scientistic age of international law and its contestations, as I have just depicted them.

4 Anne Orford’s Argument in a Nutshell

To set the stage for my own reading, it is necessary to outline the contents and structure of Orford’s \textit{International Law and the Politics of History}: Chapter 1 introduces the volume – its main claims as well as its ambitions – emphasizing that the book seeks to repudiate empiricist and contextualist techniques of scientifically minded international lawyers and professional historians engaging with international law, while also demonstrating that international law and history are already inhabiting one another.\textsuperscript{34} Chapter 2 situates the turn to history in international law within a broader political, social, economic and institutional context, starting with the transformations that followed the end of the Cold War. Chapter 3 provides a detailed account of the

\textsuperscript{27} \textit{Ibid.}, at 296.
\textsuperscript{28} \textit{Ibid.}, at 295.
\textsuperscript{29} I used to think otherwise. See d’Aspremont, ‘Worldly Law’, \textit{supra} note 23.
\textsuperscript{30} By form, I mean to refer to any kind of inscription. These inscriptions can be textual or not. From this perspective, legal forms include not only words, idioms, aphorisms and texts but also images, symbols, gestures, paintings, ceremonies, rituals, stained glass windows and so on. Forms are also in the oral language. On the notion of non-textual inscriptions, see J. Derrida, \textit{Papier Machine} (2001), at 384. See also the remarks of Goodrich, ‘Europe in America: Grammatology, Legal Studies, and the Politics of Transmission’, 101 \textit{Columbia Law Review} (2001) 2033, especially at 2069–2084. For a choice to limit one’s inquiry about forms to textual inscriptions, see d’Aspremont, \textit{After Meaning}, \textit{supra} note 23; see also N. Tzouvala, \textit{Capitalism as Civilisation: A History of International Law} (2020), at 18–19.
\textsuperscript{31} This is what I have defended in d’Aspremont, \textit{After Meaning}, \textit{supra} note 23.
\textsuperscript{32} Orford, \textit{supra} note 26, at 6, 294.
\textsuperscript{33} See section 5 in this article.
\textsuperscript{34} Orford, \textit{supra} note 26, at 9–10.
turn to empiricist and contextualist methods in the study of the history of international law, even naming very explicitly both the international lawyers and the professional historians that spearheaded it. Premised on the idea that the proponents of empiricist and contextualist methods in the study of the history of international law draw on (and have been influenced) by the methods of the Cambridge School of contextualist history. Chapter 4 provides an account of four historians associated with that specific approach to history. Chapter 5 seeks to demonstrate that the protagonists of the Cambridge School of contextualist history described in the previous chapter promoted their empiricist and contextualist methods through a very specific – and contestable – account of lawyers, representing them as scholastic metaphysicians and champions of a naïve, but oppressive, foundationalist understanding of law. Chapters 4 and 5 having defined the tools of the proponents of empiricist and contextualist methods in the study of international law as well as the methodological tradition of which they are the heirs and the tales about law that they carry, Chapter 6 provides a direct and forceful refutation of the use of empiricism and contextualism. This strong refutation takes the form of a demonstration that empiricist and contextualist scholars, like anyone else, have their own politics, that they are part of the contestation like anyone and that, in the end, they are as metaphysical as the lawyers they criticize for being metaphysical. Chapter 7 seeks to locate the rise of empiricist and contextualist methods of the history of international law in a more general debate about formalist approaches to international law, arguing that the scientistic forces at work in the promotion of empiricism and contextualism can be understood as vindicating a neo-formalism of sorts. The chapter also offers insights on Orford’s own a-empirical and a-contextual take on the study of the history of international law.

5 Anne Orford’s Uncontestable Argument

If one reads Orford’s book as a new contestation of the primacy of the real in international law, as I have suggested we do, the thrust of her argument can probably be found in Chapter 6 where she launches her attack against the empiricist and contextualist methods in the study of international law, as she described them in Chapter 3. Drawing on some carefully chosen examples of empiricist and contextualist accounts of the history of international law, she shows that empiricism and contextualism cannot enable the production of impartial, value-free, objective and verifiable interpretations and accounts of past texts, events, concepts and practices. As Orford convincingly argues, the mere association of an action, an event, a person, a concept or a text with international law already presupposes a certain normative understanding of international law, for one cannot assume that there is a stable object called ‘international law’ whose history is simply there to be elucidated and provided. In that sense, she contends, any historian of international law

---

35 See section 3 in this article.
36 Orford, supra note 26, at 255.
37 Ibid., at 256, 257.
is always caught in the contestation over what international law is and does in the world.\(^{38}\) No historical method can accordingly save us from the political character of international legal interpretation.\(^{39}\) In other words, empiricist and contextualist histories are always absorbed by the struggles over the past, present and future of international law.\(^{40}\)

Orford’s charge against the possibility to produce impartial, value-free, objective and verifiable interpretations and accounts of past texts, events, concepts and practices is amplified in Chapter 7 where she claims that the resort to empiricism and contextualism works as a form of ‘method laundering’, whereby ‘partisan legal approaches to interpreting the past are repackaged and presented as empiricist historical methods’.\(^{41}\) In Orford’s view, ‘what is laundered back into law through history are substantive or methodological arguments that began as partisan positions in legal struggles’.\(^{42}\) Ultimately, she claims, ‘[t]he language of facts of truth is no longer a trump card’, for ‘there is no authority to which we can appeal and no method that will establish that our account of facts or our version of truth is the correct one’.\(^{43}\)

I can only agree with this rebuttal of empiricism and contextualism in the study of the history of international law.\(^{44}\) Indeed, advocating the use of empiricist and contextualist historical techniques with a view to producing impartial, value-free, objective and verifiable interpretations and accounts of past texts, events, concepts and practices is like postulating that there is something like a neutral state of the language through which history is written\(^{45}\) and that there can be an outside of international law that is constituted independently of international law’s forms and thought categories. But the science of history, like any science, knows no safe place.\(^{46}\) The past is always formless and has no meaning other than what is given to it in the present through the forms mobilized in the present.\(^{47}\) Said differently, the past lacks narrative form, order and sequence, and it is the function of historical narratives to provide the

\(^{38}\) Ibid., at 284.

\(^{39}\) Ibid., at 285.

\(^{40}\) Ibid.

\(^{41}\) Ibid., at 286.

\(^{42}\) Ibid., at 296.

\(^{43}\) Ibid., at 320.


\(^{45}\) Barthes, supra note 13, at 17.

\(^{46}\) Barthes, supra note 17, at 14; Lyotard, supra note 15, at 65. On the idea that history knows no method, let alone a scientific method, see P. Veyne, Comment on écrit l’histoire (1971), at 10, 97.

formless past with meaning-giving form in (and for) the present.\textsuperscript{48} And, like Orford, I strongly believe that the meaning-giving form that is so given to the past in the present always remains the production of a discourse that is saturated with ideologies\textsuperscript{49} and agendas\textsuperscript{50} while depending on the intelligibility frameworks, cognitive repertoires and methods available to the user of the discourse.\textsuperscript{51} In fact, to me, this seems hard to challenge. So let’s be serious! How could we possibly claim that facts from the past could be interpreted and reconstituted in the present other than through our intelligibility frameworks, our cognitive repertoires, our ideologies, our agendas and so on?\textsuperscript{52} Likewise, how can we possibly contend that causalities between past facts themselves or between past and presents facts can be objectively established?\textsuperscript{53} In the same vein, how can we possibly believe that the context exists independently from the very text whose content it is supposed to elucidate?\textsuperscript{54} Like Orford, I strongly believe that there is no fact or context that any international lawyer immersed in the study of the history of international law can draw on, for such fact or context is never external to the discourse and the contestations inhabiting the latter.

As I am in full agreement with Orford’s forceful refutation of the empiricist and contextualist methods in the study of the history of international law, I feel that the substantive position that she vindicates in her book does not warrant further observations here. What I find more fascinating is one of the discursive moves she makes through the chapters of \textit{International Law and the Politics of History} as she builds her compelling argument against empiricism and contextualism. This is the object of the next section.

\section{An Empiricist and Contextualist Rebuttal of Empiricism and Contextualism}

I argue that Orford’s way of objecting against the reactionary reaffirmation of the primacy of the real in debates on the history of international law is intriguing because it vindicates what it purports to criticize: Orford’s charges against empiricism

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
    \item Jenkins, supra note 49, at 20–22. On the idea that the work of intelligence is always self-interested, see H. Bergson, \textit{La pensée et le mouvant} (2014), at 229.
    \item On the idea that methods are always performative, see John Law, \textit{After Method: Mess in Social Science Research} (2004), at 143.
    \item Foucault, supra note 5, at 11; P. Legendre, \textit{Sur la question dogmatique en Occident: Aspect théoriques} (1999), at 42.
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
and contextualism perpetuate some of the very empiricist and contextualist moves that she vehemently seeks to repudiate. In fact, in reading *International Law and the Politics of History*, I was struck by how Orford’s charge against empiricism and contextualism mobilizes both facts and context – that is, the key elements of a discourse about the real. These two dimensions of Orford’s counter-scientistic claim must be examined in turn.

First, in her attack against empiricism and contextualism, Orford espouses an empiricist posture. The empiricism of Orford’s argument is reflected in the care she takes to evidence her charge against works criticized for resorting to empiricist and contextualist methods. Indeed, as noted above, Chapter 3 offers a detailed and well-referenced account of those scholarly studies that rest on empiricist and contextualist methods in the study of the history of international law. Drawing on a systematic and extensive referencing of those works, the chapter seeks to establish the actuality, materiality and factuality of the empiricist and contextualist discourses with which *International Law and the Politics of History* takes issue. But her thorough critique of empiricist and contextualist discourses is itself deeply empiricist, using citations and tracing arguments all along.

Such an empiricist move is not limited to Chapter 3. Throughout the book, Orford continuously and explicitly names the empiricists and contextualists and quotes from their work. In the same vein, the book resorts to case studies to establish the actuality, materiality and factuality of the argumentative practice that she is scrutinizing and repudiating. Surely, *International Law and the Politics of History* can be commended for documenting thoroughly and convincingly the turn to empiricism and contextualism in international legal scholarship. And, yet, in doing so, the book embraces an empiricist posture, one by virtue of which the actuality, materiality and factuality of the literature under scrutiny is systematically evidenced.

Second, contextualism is not absent from Orford’s charge against empiricist and contextualist methods in the study of the history of international law either. It notably informs her efforts to understand the background to the empiricist and contextualist works with which she takes issue. For instance, Chapter 4 performs a very contextual function as it seeks to provide an account of four historians associated with (and spearheading) an empiricist and contextualist approach to history. The same goes for Chapter 5, which aims at elucidating some of the presuppositions that the historians examined in Chapter 4 have built on, especially their projection of an image of lawyers as scholastic metaphysicians and champions of a naïve, but oppressive, foundationalist understanding of law. What is Orford’s account of these theorists of history, and of the images of lawyers on which their work is premised, if not contextual material against which the empiricist and contextualist studies of the history of international law must be read and evaluated?

Orford’s contextualist move, as sketched out in the previous paragraph, calls for two further observations. The first concerns her treatment of some of her fellow historians

---

of international law. It is submitted here that Orford’s own embrace of contextualism may explain why, throughout *International Law and the Politics of History*, she spares from her criticisms – and proves lenient to – one of the leading figures in the contextualist study of the history of international law – namely, Martti Koskenniemi. At first reading, it may prove surprising that Orford does not engage with Koskenniemi’s well-known contextualism, an approach that she did not balk at criticizing in her earlier work.\(^56\) It is true that Koskenniemi himself came to nuance his earlier contextualist sensibility.\(^57\) Yet Orford does not even mention Koskenniemi’s temporary ‘flirt’ with contextualist methods. There are surely many reasons why Orford does not revert to her earlier controversy with Koskenniemi on questions of contextualism, and it would be of no avail to speculate about them here. That said, I felt that, perhaps, Orford felt she should spare Koskenniemi’s contextualism because she herself embraces it in her charge against the empiricist and contextualist methods of others. My inkling about this possibility is reinforced by the extent to which, at the very end of *International Law and the Politics of History*, Orford comes to see merit in a type of individual-centred histories that come to terms with the inevitable partisanship of any engagement with the history of international law – that is, a kind of contextualism that is very reminiscent of Koskenniemi’s engagement with the history of international law.\(^58\) She particularly contends that, if we accept that a vision of the history of international law is always partisan and political, ‘the methods developed by the contextualist intellectual history tradition embody a political and normative content that may be useful for international lawyers in certain situations’, adding that ‘[c]ontextualist historiography offers us a vision of politics focused on the individual’.\(^59\) That type of contextualist and individual-centred history à la Koskenniemi, she claims, ‘produces accounts that reveal the individualist projects behind any visions of politics or history that present as collective, universalist, or idealistic’.\(^60\) It must be emphasized, however, that Orford explicitly acknowledges that her sympathy for a contextualism à la Koskenniemi comes at a price. According to Orford, upholding such partisan and individual-based contextualism requires:

abandoning the axioms of contextualist historiography and instead championing teleological accounts, producing universal histories, creating connections or exploring constellations between present and past, arguing that contingency is overrated, reclaiming the *longue durée*

---


59 Orford, *supra* note 26, at 316.

perspective, embracing the use of history as a morality tale, thinking of human beings as collective (political or geological) agents rather than innovative individuals, or abandoning a relentlessly negative form of critique.\(^{61}\)

Whilst I appreciate that Orford recognizes her sympathy for a contextualism à la Koskenniemi, I continue to feel that the latter is given a rather favourable treatment throughout *International Law and the Politics of History*.

Leaving Koskenniemi aside, the second observation on Orford’s contextualism amounts to a clarification. I am mindful that, when noting the extent to which Orford’s rebuttal of empiricism and contextualism in the history of international law is itself empirical and contextualist, I might be read as accusing her of a performative contradiction – that is, as embracing the very approach that she seeks to challenge. This charge is well known in philosophical circles. It is a charge that is often raised by modernists against critical theorists.\(^{62}\) I want to stress very explicitly here that this is not a charge I wish to make against Orford’s argument. Indeed, it would be odd for me to level the charge of a performative contradiction against Orford, for I have just been making the very same empiricist and contextualist move in the present review of her work – namely, extensively referencing the discourse with a view to establishing its actuality, materiality and factuality while offering what I deem to be a broader and more relevant background – that is, the rage against scienticism – against which I suggest to read Orford’s work.\(^{63}\) Surely, Orford’s *International Law and the Politics of History* as much as the present review essay are both caught in an empiricist and contextualist move: both seek to situate and establish the actuality, materiality and factuality of the discourse they scrutinize. And, yet, while both Orford and I are guilty of empiricism and contextualism, neither Orford nor I can meaningfully be accused of engaging in a performative contradiction. This is so because empiricism and contextualism are not only methods to give primacy to the real but also the dominant genre in the international legal literature. This is a point that the final section of this essay will now substantiate.

## 7 Empiricism and Contextualism as an Inescapable Genre

It is submitted in this final section that, while there are compelling reasons to keep empiricist and contextualist methods at bay, empiricism and contextualism cannot be fully escaped since they constitute the dominant genre in the international legal literature. By genre, I mean a style of writing, of constructing arguments and of narrating

---

\(^{61}\) Ibid., at 319 (footnotes omitted).


\(^{63}\) See section 3 in this article.
stories. Irrespective of debates about methods, empiricism and contextualism in my view are constitutive of a literary genre, one that dominates the way in which international lawyers write about international law. In that sense, Anne Orford (and me, for that purpose) can very well reject categorically empiricism and contextualism as a mode of engagement with the history of international law. However, we are unable to emancipate ourselves from the dominant empiricist and contextualist style of writing practised in international law, a style that we are bound to espouse, even to articulate a claim against empiricism and contextualism as a method. In concluding this review essay, I want to offer some reflections on the extent to which the critique of empiricism and contextualism is itself inextricably caught by empiricism and contextualism, thereby wondering whether the international lawyer can ever fully move beyond the scientistic age in which international law has been entrenched since the 19th century.

The empiricist and contextualist genre in which Orford and I are caught can be summarized as follows. It is a style of writing that requires that any claim about law, literature, practice or the world be evidenced through a specific type of referencing. There is hardly a piece of literature on international law that can evade this requirement. It suffices to mention here the inescapable necessity in the literature to establish the actuality, materiality and factuality of anything one engages with in a piece of international legal literature through a well-coded system of footnotes and bibliographical references. In that regard, footnoting and referencing can be viewed as a manifestation of a very empirical style. Likewise, such a genre requires one’s claims to be systematically situated and contextualized against the backdrop of the state of the law, of the literature, of the practice or of the world as they have been evidenced and traced. In fact, situating one’s central argument is the expression of a very contextualist style. In the end, which international lawyer writing in the English language would not feel the necessity to evidence what she engages with and to contextualize her main claim?

The foregoing means that international lawyers are left with a dominant style that commands constant evidencing and contextualizing, condemning international lawyers to be perpetual empiricists and contextualists. This is no joyful state of affairs for anyone unhappy with the literary genre currently dominating the international legal literature. For someone like me who feels that the dominant genre of the international legal literature is repressive and detrimental to thinking, this is a very disheartening finding.

But is the dominant empiricist and contextualist style of writing practised in the international legal literature necessarily inescapable? After all, literary genres can be made or unmade, and it should be possible to revamp the dominant writing 64


style in international law if we deem it necessary to fully escape empiricism and contextualism. Would it not suffice to rebel against the main gatekeepers that enforce the above-mentioned writing style – namely, the publishers and their associates, the journals (including that in which this review essay is included) and their editors, the PhD supervisors and all those who silence or exercise any form of repression against those not practising this dominant empiricist and contextualist genre?

I fear that it would not suffice to rebel against these gatekeepers or to create new platforms or spaces where a non-empirist and non-contextualist genre can be practised. In fact, it is not only a simple question of social convention and contingency. I submit that international law’s empiricist and contextualist genre is also more deeply rooted in a mode of representation of the real that has been generalized far beyond the international legal field. Indeed, the scientistic age has generally promoted a mode of representation of the real that transcends the real from its representation\(^\text{66}\) in a way that allows the real and its representation to secure confirmation in one another.\(^\text{67}\)

More precisely, in the scientistic age, any representation of the real claims to be only a representation and yet claims that the real it represents is actual, material and factual. As a result, the real always finds its actuality, materiality and factuality confirmed in its representation, and its representation always finds itself grounded in the real whose actuality, materiality and factuality it has just confirmed.\(^\text{68}\) In the scientistic age, it is precisely because the real and its representation so often work together in this way that discourses – like international law – that portray themselves as being about the real are commonly designated by the same term as that which designates the real that they are all about.\(^\text{69}\) The point I am making here is that the dominant empiricist and contextualist style of writing found in the international legal literature is one of the many manifestations of this specific mode of representation of the real. In fact, the continuous evidencing of the actuality, materiality and factuality of the law, the scholarship, the practice and, more generally, the world in which any international legal claim is grounded as well as the situating of that international legal claim in that very actuality, materiality and factuality is what allows the international legal

---

\(^{66}\) See generally Foucault, *supra* note 5, at 14, 58; see also Latour, *supra* note 5, at 24; E. Levinas, *Altérité et transcendance* (1995), at 17. This is not to say that dualism is unknown from pre-modern thought. Previously, the distinction between the body and the spirit brought about an important mode of dualistic thinking. See Le Goff, ‘L’homme médiéval’, in J. Le Goff (ed.), *L’Homme médiéval* (1989) 15.


\(^{68}\) I have examined elsewhere some of these other manifestations in international law of this modern mode of representation. See J. d’Aspremont, *The Discourse on Customary International Law* (2021), at 106–11; see also d’Aspremont, ‘Worldly Law’, *supra* note 23.

discourse to always confirm the real that it represents, which it is all about and in which it is grounded.

This entrenchment of empiricism and contextualism in the very mode of representation governing discourses about the real in the scientistic age reveals the deep cynicism of the latter. Having favoured discourses about the real, the scientistic age goes as far as turning the primacy of the real into a mode of representation that, in turn, has made it a style of writing. This is why I have come to think that the dominant empiricist and contextualist genre practised in the international legal literature constitutes a genre that cannot be simply unmade or marginalized and that fighting the gatekeepers of the dominant academic genre of the field will not suffice to discard a genre that is rooted in the very mode of representation that governs the scientistic age as a whole. Ironically, this grim finding should make us appreciate even more what Anne Orford does in *International Law and the Politics of History*. In fact, if the scientistic age is as cynical as I claim it is and goes as far as dictating styles of writing, there are even more reasons to follow Orford in her campaign against the primacy of the real when engaging with international law.⁷⁰

---

⁷⁰ The claim I am making here limits itself to the discursive primacy of the real that is witnessed in humanities but does not entail any acceptance or approval of the contemporary attempts by climate change deniers, climate change profiteers, anti-vaccine hysterics, post-truth delinquents, institutional vandals and all the self-declared and self-taught Twitter experts to vandalize and discredit sciences themselves.